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About This Game

No gears, no glory! Control gigantic fighting robots and duke it out across fantastic cityscapes in this 3D mech-based brawler!
Epic and explosive battles await with anime-inspired mechs in local and online versus game modes, party co-op with two to four

players, and a single-player campaign.
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Explosive Battles.

Take control of a gigantic mech and lay waste to entire cities as you fight other massive opponents.

Supercharged Mechs.

Pilot 12 outrageous mechs of epic, skyscraper-sized proportions, each with diverse fighting styles and unique skills.

Real-World Locations.

Destroy 3D arenas modeled after actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico.

Multiple Game Modes.

Challenge other players in local and online Versus & Co-Op modes and experience Override’s story in a single-player campaign.

Party Co-op.

Gather 2 to 4 friends to engage in party co-op where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech!

The Garage.

Customize your mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style.

More Mechs, More Mayhem.

Super Charged Mega Edition includes Season Pass, delivering 4 extra mechs and 16 new skins post-launch, as well as instant
access to 12 legendary skins normally unlocked in the Standard Edition.

Customize Your Mech!

Supercharged Co-Op Fighting!
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Powerful and Unique Ultimates!

Pilot a diverse roster of epic, skyscraper-sized mechs, each with their own play style, special moves, and finishers in the ultimate
mech fighting game! Tower over your opponents and lay waste to entire cities underfoot. Destroy 3D arenas modeled after

actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico. Challenge other players, gathering two to four
friends to engage in dynamic co-op gameplay where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech! Customize your

mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style!
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ARGH! This game defines the very problem with Steam. Tons of NO to little effort trash continuing to flood the Steam store
page, with now over 40 games launching every single day! Games like "this" make finding the real gems and high value games
more and more difficult with every new week, day, and title launching here!

While this game isn't the worst of the worst.. It still baffles me how anyone can buy this, play it for 5 minutes, and write a
"positive" review, knowing darn well that they will NEVER play it again!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Qugq-knY60s

In the above first impressions review video, this game scored an unimpressive 25% score.. where nearly half of that score is
based on value and it's $1.99 price tag. Not good. Not recommended. Put your money into the street where at least a homeless
person might find it and it your money will be far better spent.

. This isn't the greatest interactive fiction I have ever read, feel free to skip to the end to avoid my rambling. There was a ton of
exposition, world building and background info that you had to read through that slowed down the story and I got bored reading
through, on the plus size it did remind me of being in school (lol). I find with fantasy worlds like this you kind of need all that
background information because it's not our world but it broke immersion for me sometimes.
I would have liked more time exploring the bond with your Dragon and more time with each of the characters, especially for
just friend stuff. I found with one of the character if you don't side with them from the start they treat you like your this evil
untrustworthy person later on even if you haven't been playing that way, which was weird for me.
There are also still some bugs. The only one I found were in Dragon 101 the notes you can collect didn't show up so keep that in
mind, there is a test.
I liked the different personality on the Dragons. I think my Favourite is Blue, but they are all pretty likeable. I also enjoyed the
character in the story. I think that they were cliche for this genre but I don't care about Cliches if they are likeable and I liked all
of them, even the rival to an extent.
I also enjoyed the end tournament section. I chose Puzzle key and I have a really good time. Though as a side note this is the
only time in one of these games I wished for a save function in these games. I know that none of them have it but damn.
I also enjoyed the MC. Again a bit of a cliche but I found them likeable and that they had enough custamizability to keep me
interested through multiple play throughs.
The last thing is the overall story. It has a very familiar star wars with dragon feel for me. It's not a replication but there were
some similar story elements. It also reminded me of Eragon to an extent. That being said, I love both of those things so it works
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for me

All in all, I enjoyed myself, which is the most important thing for me when I play these games. I don't think it's perfect and
there are other choice of games that are probably better written like the Wayhaven chronicles or Fallen Hero: Rebirth. This one
was still pretty fun. I really enjoy Dragon Riders, I think that bond is really interesting and I will likely read this again, I have it
both on my phone and on Steam (I tend to play on my phone more often) I am excited for part two, the epilogue left on a pretty
decent cliffhanger and I look forward to the rest of the series.. Loses a lot of the JRPG focus and seems to be conflicted with
trying to be a point-and-click adventure game. Tedious pixel hunting quests, overly difficult QTE combat, and a boring story
with little focus really kills the potential this game had. Although it continues off from the previous game (game mechanic and
level-wise), you lose all your old skills for some reason. More frustration comes from a long fetch quest chain that rewards you
with a jail cell. Combat is absurd with enemies getting mountains of health plus free "interrupt" heals, removing strategy from
combat and requiring you to just pile everything onto one enemy at time. The last boss is a multi-part "gimme" fight, that ends
in a lame adventure game last fight that requires no skill and cuts out your party.

Overall this was really disappointing, boring and tedious. Just pick up the first one and pretend ep2 doesn't exist.. Stay away
from this game. I got really nauseous and actually vomited after a few hours of game play. The controls suck where you
constantly have to switch between first and third person perspective.. Tower Defence
В роли защитников сурки, а главное здание - решетка для барбекю. Outstanding game. I purchased the entire bundle
because I liked it a lot. I hope you do too because it will take quite a while to complete. The story play and graphics are high
quality. I can't stress the importance of gameplay based upon the previous Dreamfall games... they are linked so you will love
the last game as they are so well developed.. Just don't miss it, buy it!. abandoned by dev. Nice TD , colorful graphics , intresting
card set up
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ever play those games that are just...bad? This is one of those, I bet the developer took a long time to make this game, poor guy,
too bad it sucks. Bad controls, bad gameplay, "meh" graphics, another RPG Maker game basically, note: when using RPG
maker stick to cartoon-ish games. The game can be a bit hard at times, but still makes for a solid dungeon crawler. Definitely
gets my recommendation.. It's great, but for the love of everything holy, TURN OFF NARRATION. It doesn't track with
clicking ahead, so unless you only read as fast as the narrator speaks - and I bet you read faster - you'll be constantly bombarded
by a voice telling you lines you clicked past 30-60 seconds before. Incredibly annoying.

*whew* Got that out of my system. Anyway, this game (more of a massive choose-your-own-adventure book than a GAME) is
very clever and very funny, if occasionally irritating. The humor is surprisingly arch and for all of the "choosing" that happens in
a choose-your-own-adventure, this one can be unexpectedly railroading at times: lots of "but that doesn't make sense; are you
sure you wouldn't rather xxx?" or "humor" that practically qualifies as self-impressed liberalism writ large.

I do recommend it; it really is funny and clever and interesting. But I'm not sure I plan on reading Dinosaur Comics again any
time soon after playing this.. so i bought this, installed it and when i select the trains they dont apear no mayyer what line and
station i pick. i like alawar games and i like time management games. thing is, i like to play levels in my own pace, i dont care
about achievements or gold stars but eg sometimes i like to max out all buildings, sometimes im lazy to wait around for that.
these type of games i find relaxing and entertaining.
i dont care about the not-so-attractive graphics or the one bug but i really hate that the game rushes me. i know, its TIME
management, still, if i wanted an adrenalin rush, id play an another genre. dont rush me, if im slow deny me those ah-so-coveted
gold stars. with this genre i expect relaxation not frustration.
so, unfortunately i wont finish this game, and because of the above i cant recommend it.
on the other hand, if you dont mind trying a level again (andagainandagain) because the game kills your rescuees, it might be
just for you.

update1
Mia, a fellow steam user brought to my attention that this game has a 'relaxed mode', where you dont have to play against the
timer. im not sure the game had this feature before, quite possibly it did and i skipped it the clever guy i am. so thanks, and
though it wont be my favourite time management game, my rating is changed to recommended.

update2
and im getting senile and i forgot why i actually disliked this game, i started again (no steam cloud) and at about the 12th map i
remembered: fire kills my rescuees. so sorry Mia, changed back to not recommended.. fun gameplay, gorgeous comic panels,
compelling and likeable characters. Highly recommend you try it, especially with the price being so low. The Fruit of Grisaia
walked us through the lives of Mihama Academy's 5 broken girls while giving us some disturbing hints about the main character
Yuuji's own messed up past.
In The Labyrinth of Grisaia the 5 heroines take a backseat to let us get to know Yuuji better. In fact, Labyrinth is without a
doubt Yuuji's story.

You have 34 scenarios to play in any order you wish. 28 of them are small comedy skits, pretty entertaining but nothing major.
5 are the "After" stories which continues the happy ends of the 5 routes in Fruit of Grisaia, far more enjoyable as the
relationships you've buildt with the girls are given far more depth.
And finally, the last scenario is "Yuuji's Past The Cocoon of Caprice", by far the most important part of this game, shown as
early as when you enter the scenario menu. Where all the other icons here are clean and smooth, the icon that starts Yuuji's story
is cracked and broken in several places, this is probably meant to show Yuuji as a character because his story is NOT pretty in
any way. As a matter of fact, while reading his story I was surprised to see how much his story mirrors that of the 5 heroines in
several ways. It was especially interesting to see the girls point that out themselves and I really enjoyed their reactions and
thoughts to what they discovered.

Once again the CGs and backgrounds were incredibly smooth and well drawn when needed to be and Labyrinth kept the
amusing chibi-styled CGs for the more lighthearted moments.
The music is still just as nice and I'm certain that if someone played me just the music I'd still be able to pinpoint it as belonging
to the Grisaia series, which is frankly the best praise one can give the soundtrack of a game.
The old characters are as memorable and enjoyable as ever and the new ones, while late to the party have also cemented
themselves as fun and interesting characters. Especially Yuuji's master, the disturbing-as-hell antagonist and the Bush Dog
Platoon. (Nafooooo!)
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There are 2 things I could see frustrating people though I personally didn't mind them. First, there are no choices in this game,
understandable as Labyrinth is basically a bunch of epilogues and flashbacks. Secondly, this is surprisingly short despite all the
stuff you get to do. I finished the whole game 100% but it still only took me around 30 hours. Once again it's understandable as
the way this game was designed it's basically meant to prepare the player for the next and final part of the story by using Yuuji's
past to introduce important characters and his own personality.

I've thoroughly enjoyed the Labyrinth of Grisaia. The funny parts, the romantic parts and the sad parts were all a pleasure to
read through and the cliffhanger ending to Yuuji's Past has me eagerly waiting for the last game, The Eden of Grisaia to
release.. Bought the game but can't play it. Ubisoft has so many lockdowns and codes they will get back to me in two day to see
if I am qualified to play their game. Ubisoft will NEVER GET ANOTHER DOLLAR FROM ME. You can't play games from
them when you buy them.
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